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Publisher's Note
Racing According
to Plan

Dan Plan

I can’t claim to be like an astrologer such as
Nostradamus or a fortune teller since I have no ability
to predict the future. But based on what I’ve seen so
far in my time on this earth, most things in life seem to
be cyclical.
People will try to put together statistics and
figures and then claim the earth is going to melt at
some point, or it’s going to freeze at some point. From
what I’ve seen, some years it’s cold and some years
it’s hot. Some years we have little or no snow, and
other years we end up with several feet of snow.
Or, take a look at the stock market. Sometimes
it’s up and sometimes it’s down. There are also times
when it is way up or way down, but there’s really no
way to know when it’s going to happen.
Best of all, you could use the sun as an example
of cyclical item. The sun is either up or down. As far
as I can tell, everything is cyclical. Some items are
predictable, and some are not.

Everything is cyclical
April 2019

With this in mind, I came to the conclusion that
short track racing can be described in the same
cyclical manner. Sometimes car counts and attendance up and sometimes they are down. You just
can’t predict when it’s going to happen.
This thought came to me after converting some
old camcorder tapes from the mid 1990’s into a format
that allowed for posting on social media and YouTube.
Looking back at the car counts and the crowds from
the mid to late 1990’s era was astounding. Most of the
videos I have were from weekly show’s and not
special events. I had actually forgotten how many
great weekly races I had the opportunity to see during
this time period. I also wish I would have spent more
money on my camera, but I had different priorities
back then.
I also have a collection of racing videos from the
late 1960’s and early 1970’s. I’m not old enough to
actually remember racing from the early 1960’s and
late 1970’s, but from the videos I’ve seen and stories
I’ve heard, things were pretty good during this time
period as well.
On the flip side, I can distinctly remember a part
of my childhood when there were not awesome car
counts and crowds. In the late 1970’s there were
several times when my dad and I would have an entire
bleacher section to ourselves and watched a 10-car
Late Model main event. Quite honestly, I think the
racing was just as good, but the stars didn’t align to
allow the cars and the crowds to show up.
If you move forward about twenty years from
the tough times in the 1970’s to the latter part of the
1990’s crowds and car counts gradually returned.
Things were pretty darn good from the 1990’s to the
mid 2000’s.
We are now 20 years into the current century.
I’m hoping my cyclical theory holds true. If it does, it’s
just a matter of time until we see the next great era of
weekly short track racing.
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Going in
Circles

Charlie Spry
The very first time a person tries something new
is usually a learning experience at best, and maybe
much more. Auto racing is very much this way. It is
something that is very much out of the norm. With the
exception being that many have experienced driving a
car beforehand, actually racing a bunch of like-minded
people on an oval track is much different. With that in
mind, I asked several racers to share with us their
very first racing experience in an actual race car.
Most prove the point that instant success does not
usually happen, and most just want to survive that first
time and learn. Here we goSteve Rubeck, 2004 Dells Raceway super late
model track champion, races many different classes
and venues. “First race was in 1991 at Rockford
NSTC. in a Chevy Monza. “We built everything
ourselves, including the engines that did not last. I did
not have a mirror and was lapped just past halfway
through. Afterwards, I told my family and crew that I
was never doing that again. They thought I quit, but it
was more about the Chevy and getting lapped. Never
happened again. When I started full time in the
American Short tracker division in 1992 I won Rookie
of The Year with my hand built Mustang and engines.”

The first race car
Jerry Gille, Three time late
model champion at Rockford
Speedway, one championship in
super late models at Madison
International Speedway. “A
friend helped me buy a ’73 Olds
Cutlass with t-tops. We got it torn
down to race in the Goblin 200
enduro at Rockford Speedway in
the fall of 1984. The bright spot
for the whole thing was that I
drew the pole position for my first time “racing.” I can
remember being very nervous but absolutely excited to
get going. I did a decent job of staying out of trouble
but certainly wasn’t setting the world on fire. I eventually broke a right rear wheel and got stuck in the
infield, ending my day. For 1985 I was able to tackle a
whole season in the Roadrunner division at Rockford.
After having a taste of racing in the enduro, I thought I
was ready to go. One of the funniest things my Dad
ever said to me (I can laugh about it all these years
later) was after the first hot lap session, when I came
in he said “Thank God you came in. I thought you
were going to kill someone out there!” Here I thought
I was doing really great. That first night of regular
racing I finished fourth without much damage and that
started what has become thirty-four years of my
racing career.”
Brian Ashmore, Vintage class racer who races
on dirt and asphalt throughout the Midwest. “I brought
home my first race car when I was seventeen years
old. Needless to say, my parents were not thrilled with
this, as I was still living at home. The car sat under a
tree for the entire summer, then my parents told me to
get that junk out of here. So I sold that ’69 Chevelle
without ever racing it. Fast forward to two years later
and It was February and I brought home another race
car. Again, still living with my parents and they were
not happy about it. This time, with the help of a few
god friends we got the car together for the first race
of the season at East Moline Speedway in the figure-

eight division. My car was a very sharp looking ’72
Chevelle and I thought I was going to be in NASCAR
after the first year! Well, I blew the motor up in hot
laps and never even got to start a heat race. I think we
went through six junkyard motors that first year, and
the seed was planted and we still play with race cars
thirty years later. As for that first race, I never even
finished it. We now race with vintage clubs all over
the Midwest, still love racing, and all the people I have
met along the way. It’s been a fun ride!
Brandon Riedner, Multiple track championship
driver who has and does race in just about every race
vehicle imaginable on dirt and pavement. “The first
time I competed was in 2001. The Bandit division had
just started at Jefferson. I wasn’t old enough to race
there, so we built a car and I practiced every Wednesday at Columbus and Dad raced it at Jefferson on
Saturdays. Towards the end of the year Columbus ran
them one time on a Friday just to see if there was any
interest in it, so I showed up. Most of the cars there
were from Jefferson, some from Tomah, and a few
from Beaver Dam. Can’t remember where I qualified,
but I finished fourth in the heat, led some laps in the
feature, and got moved late in the race and ended up
finishing third. Dad blew it up the next night at
Jefferson. The car was a 1990 Geo Storm that we
sold at the end of the year to Tom Collins for his wife
to race, then we built another car.”

Going In Circles continued on page 6
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Going In Circles continued from page 5
Scott Ciesielski, Outlaw four cylinder racer
from central Wisconsin, races traveling series throughout the Midwest. “First race was at Golden Sands
Speedway in 2008. I was a fill-in driver in the twoman cruiser division. We were racing my brothers’ old
pure stock, and I was running the gas. During this first
race we ended up finishing second. I was instantly
hooked, and the next race I got behind the wheel a
few weeks later and won the race with Nikki
Coulthurst on the gas pedal. It was amazing that in my
first two races I took first while steering and second
while on the gas.”
Bill Kohn, Four cylinder racer at various
southern Wisconsin tracks. “I started racing at Columbus 151 Speedway in 2011 at the age of fifty-five. I
drove a 1990 Escort GT in the Bandit division. The car
was handed down to me by my sons Bob and Jamie. I
really don’t recall my first races, and for the most part
I finished way in the back. I finally won a last chance
race and a heat in 2012, but by then I was driving a
Nissan Sentra Se-R, just like the cars that Bob and
Jamie were racing. In 2012 and 2013 we all raced
together. I had fun, and by that time I bought another
Se-R. Jamie won the championship, Bob won some
features, and I started to win heat races. After
Columbus closed Jamie and I switched to Jefferson,
and Bob retired and went into the National Guard. I
continue to race Bandits at this time at Jefferson,
Madison International, and looking at the Dells for
2019.”
Christine Schmude, Four cylinder racer from
central Wisconsin, who races stock and modified four
cylinders on both dirt and asphalt. “My first time
racing was in the second race of the season in 2009 at
Marshfield. I had missed the opener because of work.
We had bought and built my 1993 Olds Achieva to
race in the Junkyard Warrior class. Ironically, my first
time behind the wheel practicing was our wedding day,
May 12th! I knew the car well and thought I was
comfortable, but I hadn’t been in traffic. Promoter
Wayne Brevik had taken me around the track in his
street car to show me what lines I should run. On race
day I felt confident. Jerry (Christine’s Husband) told
me to hold my line and BREATHE! He knew I tended
to hold my breath when tense. At the green flag what
nerves I had were replaced by focus. Any fear I had
had disappeared. I finished the heat and feature both
second from last. The adrenaline rush was addicting.
A couple of weeks later I won my first race. I was
hooked!”
Austin Fowler, Frontrunner in the Roadrunner
division at Rockford Speedway. “My first race was at
Rockford Speedway in a 1988 Monte Carlo that I
purchased from Brett McCoy for $900. I got a motor
from Bobby Frisch for $100 and competed my first
year in it in 2012. I got second in the first ever heat
race I ran, then I led the feature for four laps in front
of twenty-six cars. I was scared for my life! I kept
going back week after week and eventually started
knocking off slow heat wins toward the end of the

season, then eventually went on to get better cars and
better motors and have gone on to be very successful
and have chances to win a championship, closing in on
D.J. Smith about three years ago, to become a socalled veteran of the Roadrunner division.”

These are always fun stories to listen to, and I
had fun putting this together. Hope you enjoyed a few
different people from different locales sharing their
stories!
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Racing Nuggets

Ready to Run

PJ "Jacklyn" Nuttleman
I’m grateful to finally see the snow melting around our
place. With the incredible snowfall this winter and extreme
winds blowing across the open field next to our house, we
had five and six-foot tall drifts all over our yard. Snow was
piled up even higher on both sides of the long driveway.
Our three dogs took to doing their “business” in that wellplowed path to our house.
It’s safe to say, we’re all ready for winter to be done.
While plans are still being finalized for this race season, I
know my husband; Toby is ready to get back into the swing
of things. He’s already burning the midnight oil getting cars
prepped.
Even our dogs—Beau, Pudge, and Daisy seem ready
for the season of competitiveness to reignite. Pudge has
taken to throwing blocks on his furry siblings when they
race around the yard. It’s a lot like watching one driver run
another driver up into the third groove and the reaction is
remarkably similar to racers on the track. Pudge visibly
smiles as he gets a full dog-length advantage on his fur
brother or sister and they are notably miffed about being
body slammed.
Calling them into the house at dinner time is definitely
the most competitive of these occurrences. And even meal
time itself is an inevitable race—all three inhaling their food
at record speed. Generally speaking, it’s usually Pudge who
wins that battle too.
I can tell he’s spending too much time at the race
shop with Toby, not just because he’s so competitive, but
because nearly every meal ends with him releasing a burp.
That dog and Toby are SO much alike—it’s frightening.
Our oldest, Beau—who just turned 11, is a lively black
lab. He has his own racing tick, which has made a return
now that the snow has finally melted. Beau runs a “victory
lap” after he takes a dump. It’s hilarious and obviously more
enjoyable for him now that the massive snow drifts no
longer impede his celebratory lap around the yard.

I’ll be honest here, I’m grateful that Toby and Beau
are NOT alike. For as much time as Toby’s been known to
spend in the bathroom, I don’t think I could handle him
doing a victory lap after each successful session.
I haven’t said much about Daisy, our only fur girl, but
I can assure you she has one of the best qualities of a true
racer. She’s REALLY good at reading the competition and
setting them up to her advantage.
When Pudge has the best spot on the couch (next to
me or Toby) which is frequently the case, she will proceed
to act as if she sees something out the window. That in turn
makes Pudge thinking HE needs to go outside to investigate. He jumps off the sofa, and Daisy takes his spot. She’s
a brilliant girl.
I made the assumption that the dogs all like asphalt
racing—because that’s what Toby’s immersed in—but I
can’t say that with certainty. Based upon all of the excavating activity going on in the yard—one could easily venture
a guess that the dogs dig racing on dirt more. Or maybe
they’re just digging after a mole that has started moving
about with the warmer temperatures.
Mowing the yard this spring ought to be interesting
with all of those foxholes. I may need Toby to do a fancy
suspension job on the John Deere, or maybe we just need to
get to a few dirt races and bring some of the track home for
our yard. J

Follow us on Facebook, Twitter and YouTube
www.facebook.com/themidwestracingconnection
www.twitter.com/MidwestRace
www.youtube.com/theracingconnection
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Dr. Troy Powers photo

by Dan Plan

One of the common misconceptions I often
hear from asphalt racers that have or are planning
to switch to dirt is how “perfect” the rules are in
dirt racing. Sure, there are “pockets of perfection”
in the dirt world where a single sanctioning body
governs all of the area tracks but venture too far
from home and it’s a different world.
Just recently, Kenny Wallace raced at the
King of America Modified race at Humboldt
Speedway. This race was sanctioned by the
USMTS, while Kenny normally races with UMP.
In addition to these two major sanctioning bodies for
Dirt Modifieds, there are two more that are prevalent in this neck of the woods; IMCA and
WISSOTA. From a distance, a Dirt Modified from
all 4 sanctioning bodies would look nearly identical.

“Perfect Rules”
But the sadly they are not. Following the King of
America race, Kenny posted a video listing all of the
items he had to change to make use UMP Modified
legal (and competitive) with the USMTS rules. They
are as follows;
- Add weight for the motor
- Change the nose tin
- Add a passenger car frame rail to the right side
- Add a 4th brake (evidently UMP allows 3wheel brakes)
- Change brake calipers because all 4 have to be
the same size
- Buy 4 new tires from a different manufacturer
- Add a spoiler to the rear of the car
- Change the rear deck width

Granted, some of these changes did not
have to be made, but a true competitor is going to
want to be on equal footing with everyone else.
The point here isn’t to say one sanctioning body is
better than the other. It’s just pointing out they
are different.
In a dream world, you could take a car from
the East Coast and race it on the West Coast and
not have to change a thing. It’s easier to do this
on the dirt side of the fence simply because dirt
tracks far outnumber pavement tracks. Dirt track
drivers that have been around a long time are just
as frustrated as their asphalt counter parts.

AIRPORT SERVICE - CALL 24 HOURS
*Time Calls - Appointments

DISCOUNT TAXI
FOR TRANSPORTATION
Toll Free 1-888-240-8294

612-723-5500
www.discounttaxiracing.com
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Auto Racing Facts,
Observances and
Opinions

Dale P. Danielski
We survived what has seemed like one of the
longest winters ever and can now look forward to
some early opening season racing action. Of course,
that’s barring getting dumped on with snow in late
April like we did last year!
Dells Raceway Park, Wis. Dells Wisconsin is
very optimistically looking forward to opening their
season April 7th, with the Icebreaker 100 event.
That’s a $3,000 to win, Super Late Model event and
will certainly get people out trying to get rid of the

Cabin Fever. Golden Sands Speedway, Plover, WI.,
will again have their Super Late Model featured Thaw
event on April, 27th and that as it always has brings
out drivers and fans for early season racing. May 10th
will be the season opening race at the track, with the
Central Wisconsin Racing Association coming in for
the Marv Marzofka honoring, Stars to Legends Tour
race on May 17th.
Marshfield Motor Speedway, Marshfield, WI.,
will be hosting the CWRA Stars To Legends Tour
opening race on Saturday afternoon, May 4th. The
Tour is definitely gaining momentum and Saturday
afternoon racing has become a popular venue.
State Park Speedway, Wausau, WI., will get
things rolling at that Historic Speedway, May 18th,
with ARCA Midwest Tour racing.
Now positioned in Central Wisconsin again,
where I was born and raised, will present great
opportunity to catch racing action on both paved and
dirt racing surfaces. Having worked for organizations
that featured dirt racing exclusively, and having run my
own series of racing nearly Nationwide on dirt, we will
once again try to catch action at some area venues.
Spring Lake Speedway, in Unity, WI., is a track I
haven’t been to in years and would like to visit in 2019.
Spent some time at Tomahawk Speedway back in the
day when it was paved, but since it is now a dirt oval
we’d like to sneak up there for a race or two this
summer. Of course we try to get to the Shawano
Speedway, Shawano, WI., whenever we can and that
is on the calendar for 2019 as well.
Having been connected with the La Crosse
Fairgrounds Speedway, West Salem, WI., for the last,
Oh, 25 years or so, we will of course still be involved

there and look forward to their Frostbuster race on
Saturday, April 20th. Hopefully there will be other
venues we can throw into the mix as there is plenty of
racing to be found in reasonable proximity of our
Central Wisconsin base.
Here and there...The Central Wisconsin Racing
Association has an 11 race Stars to Legends Tour
schedule set for 2019, up from 8 races in 2018...
Marshfield Motor Speedway will also have three non
Tour points, CWRA races at their track in 2019. Can
weekly CWRA sanctioned events at Central Wisconsin tracks be far behind?
Looking back in the year, 1972, for no particular
reason, in the opening race at Golden Sands Speedway, it was Dick Trickle in his 1970 Ford Mustang
taking the 30 lap feature win. Marv Marzofka placed
2nd in the main, in what was the first year of “Pony
car racing” as in shorter wheelbase cars, on narrower
racing tires in Central Wisconsin. Trickle also set fast
time on the day at 13:12 seconds and won the fast
dash and his heat race. Rich Somers won the other
heat race, with Deb Langsdorf winning the semifeature. Jim Jackan took the 12 lap Hobby stock
feature...Looking back on April 10th, 1988, it was Joe
Shear winning the ARTGO Spring Classic race at
Rockford Speedway, Rockford, IL. Following Shear

Racing Observances continued
on page 13

Dale's Pictures from the Past
Jim Back is in the Pony car revolution with his 1968 Ford Mustang. Going way back, Joe
Shear in a Chevelle. Additional pictures from the past on page 14.
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Racing Observances from page 12
after 88 laps at the 1/4 mile, high banked oval was
Butch Miller, Jim Weber, Steve Holzhausen, Conrad
Morgan, Dick Trickle, Doug Herbst, Terry Baldry,
Tom Carlson and Scott Hansen,...Looking back on
May 7th, 1961, at State Park Speedway, it was Jesse
Meacham in his 1950 Oldsmobile winning the feature
race over Ed Baronoski and Ken Pancratz... On April
25th, 1970, it was Marv Marzofka winning the opening
30 lap feature race at Dells Motor Speedway. Ron
Waite won the semi-feature with Doug Pate winning
the consolation race. 65 cars participated with a crowd
of 2,500 looking on.
Questions, comments, opinions and other information welcome at Starmaker Multimedia 967 10th
Ave N Ste A, Onalaska, WI 54650 608-783-5827 or at
dale@starmakermultimedia.com
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Second annual war of the twins

For the second year in a row, the flat track motorcycles made an appearance at the Minnesota State Fair Coliseum. A
huge field of drivers and bikes were on hand again, and the crowd support was exceptional.

Dale's Pictures from the Past
Russ Mueller racing the 1968 Mustang built and raced by Jim Back. They raced
everywhere, Dick Trickle in Toledo, OH., in his Mustang.
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Full Throttle

Shane Carlson

Roth Motorsports photo

Daryn Pittman off to a fast start
Daryn Pittman is off to a fast start in the early portion
of the 2019 World of Outlaws NOS Energy Drink Sprint Car
Series.
Pittman hopped ship from the No. 9 Kasey Kahne
Racing ride over to Roth Motorsports to wheel the No. 83
entry after a successful tenure which included the 2013
overall championship in his first year with the team, along
with 47 wins.
The change of scenery has done Pittman well through
the season’s first two months as he finds himself atop the
standings by four points ahead of nightly contender and 10-

time champion, Donny Schatz prior to the March 29 race at
Keller Auto Speedway.
The Owasso, Oklahoma native shot out of the gate
strong this year, capturing the season’s first two races at
Volusia Speedway Park and taking home the DIRTcar
Nationals crown, the third time in his career Pittman has
accomplished the feat.
Pittman’s impressive showing has rejuvenated the
Roth Motorsports team, which had just one win on the
World of Outlaws circuit last year with driver Cory Eliason,

and while the season is still very much young, winning will
always provide a driver confidence.
He admitted last year in Kasey Kahne Racing equipment, he didn’t have the speed on the half-mile tracks, but
this year has changed his outlook on the big tracks. He said
Roth seems to have the speed in their cars to compete on
the half-miles which bodes well for Pittman because he’ll be
able to pair it together with his short track program, which
he said he feels equally confident about.
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2019 Rattler 250 at South Alabama Speedway

Bruce Nuttleman photos
South Alabama Speedway hosted the 43rd annual Rattler 250 in the month of March. Midwestern teams of Austin Nason, Ty Majeski and
Harrison Burton ( in the Wimmer ride) represented the Midwestern states in the event. Young Giovannie Bromnte picked up the win for
Anthony Campi Racing. Additional photos from this event can be seen at www.ultimatelapphoto.com
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Next Event:
April 27, 2019
Swap Meet
Thermo King West Parking Lot
314 W. 90th Street, Bloomington, MN
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